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East View Essentials 
Émigré Newspapers

INTRODUCING EAST VIEW ESSENTIALS, a new program from East View that presents curated collections of 
essential resources on a specific subject, region, or resource type at a single discounted price. 

East View Essentials: Émigré Newspapers includes three key titles from the United States representing major Japanese, 
Polish, and Russian émigré communities.

	� NOVOE RUSSKOE SLOVO DIGITAL ARCHIVE (1918-2010)
First published in 1910 in New York, Novoe russkoe slovo (Новое русское слово, New Russian Word) was the premier 
newspaper of the Russian émigré community in New York and beyond and the oldest Russian-language periodical in North 
America. Read more: eastview.com/novoe-russkoe-slovo

	� NOWY DZIENNIK DIGITAL ARCHIVE (1971-2022)
Nowy Dziennik (The New Daily) is the largest independent Polish-language newspaper in the United States, serving as 
a key source of information for the Polish émigré community. Its opinion-forming reporting covers current social, political, 
sports, cultural, and religious events. Read more: eastview.com/nowy-dziennik

	� RAFU SHIMPO DIGITAL ARCHIVE (1914-2022)
The Rafu Shimpo (羅府新報, L.A. Japanese Daily News) is the longest-running Japanese American newspaper in the 
United States. The paper began in 1903 supporting the growing Japanese community in the Little Tokyo area of Los Angeles, 
California. By the 1940s it was the most widely circulated paper in the region. Read more: eastview.com/rafu-shimpo

	� V NOVOM SVETE DIGITAL ARCHIVE (1995-2022)
Founded in 1995 in New York City, V Novom Svete (В Новом Свете, In the New World) was the most popular weekly 
newspaper among the fourth wave of immigrants from the former USSR. The newspaper published striking interviews with 
contemporary political and cultural leaders of modern Russia, as well as pieces on the life of the Russian community in the 
United States. Read more: eastview.com/v-novom-svete

Learn More About East View Essentials: Émigré Newspapers
Visit eastview.com/essentials-emigre or contact your East View  
representative for more information, quotes, and trial requests.
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